Chirp
by Mary Murphy
JP Murphy
In this ode to individuality and a celebration of the joy of sound, each bird wakes up to a new day and gives voice to its own song.

How to Say Hello to a Worm: A First Guide to Outside
by Kari Percival
JP Percival
This how-to guide for connecting with nature introduces the concept of a garden and all that it offers.

The Old Boat
by Jarrett Pumphrey
JP Pumphrey
Off a small island, a boy sets sail in a beloved fishing boat, riding the waves and finding home.

Bearplane!
by Deborah Underwood
JP Underwood
From the departure gate to the baggage claim, Bear Cub experiences their first time on a plane.

A House
by Kevin Henkes
JP Henkes
Using interactive questions, declarative sentences, basic shapes and a limited color palette, this timeless picture book presents a story about home, family, community, and belonging.

Circle Under Berry
by Carter Higgins
JP Higgins
It’s a puzzle. It’s a read-aloud. It’s a Rubik’s cube on paper. This striking, delightfully different exploration of shape, color, and patterns redefines what a picture book can be.

The Digger and the Duckling
by Joseph Kuefler
JP Kuefler
When a lost duckling waddles onto their jobsite, Digger and his friends learn how to do more than just scoop, hoist, and push. They learn to become a family.

Armadillo Antics
by Bill Martin
JP Martin
Follow an adventurous armadillo through nighttime fun as dawn approaches.
**Board Books**

**Animal Opposites**
by Marcos Farina
JT Farina
Explore animal opposites with retro-style illustrations in this inviting early concepts board book.

**Odd Beasts: Meet Nature's Weirdest Animals**
by Laura Gehl
JT Gehl
Little ones are introduced to new and fascinating creatures from around the world through gentle rhyming verses, photographs, and factual information.

**I’m Still Up**
by Antoinette Portis
JT Portis
Baby won’t go to sleep despite the sun being down and the moon being up!

**Give Me a Snickle!**
by Alisha Sevigny
JT Sevigny
Accented by adorable photos of beaming babies, this silly board book takes the reader on an engaging romp through repeated rhyming sounds.

**123 Zoom**
by Chiêu Anh Urban
JT Urban
Count, touch, and trace from one to ten, whether it’s one plane on the runway, two dump trucks on the construction site, or ten bicycles on a bike path.

**Spanish Board Books**

**Los bebés animales (My First Baby Animals)**
by Violet Peto
Spanish JT Peto
Introduces the names of a variety of baby animals alongside their pictures. Includes safari babies, baby reptiles, farm babies, and jungle babies.

**Diez pajaritos (Ten Little Birds)**
by Andrés Salguero
Spanish JT Uno
The popular song is brought to life in this bright, bouncy board book! Each bird is given a fun and silly personality, and children will love to follow along as each flies away.

**Picture Books**

**Shapes and Colors**
by John Canty
JP Canty
Invites readers to guess what objects of a particular color are based on their outlines.

**Lou**
by Breanna Carzoo
JP Carzoo
Meet Lou. Lou has an important job as the neighborhood toilet for dogs on their walks. Useful as he may be, he gets the feeling that deep down inside there might be more to him than his job.

**Ten on a Twig**
by Lo Cole
JP Cole
Ten colorful birds sit in a line on a thin twig that breaks off piece by piece, scattering the birds in adorably whimsical ways.

**There's a Mouse in My House**
by Ross Collins
JP Collins
Bear has an unwelcome guest, and this mouse just won't leave! Will Bear decide that visitors aren't so bad after all?

**We All Play Kimêtawânaw**
by Julie Flett
JP Flett
Celebrate playtime and the connection between children and the natural world.